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January 1st, 2022 
 
Dear Directors, 
 
Welcome to the 15th Annual Dawson Catalyst Take Flight Competition at Robert Turner HS in Pearland TX!  We welcome 
you and hope you have a great contest day!! 
 
Thank you for continuing to support our show and we are happy to be able to facilitate this event in a way that feels 
more normal to us all.  While still providing a safe, covid conscious, environment for those who will attend.  We will still 
have safety in mind while still allowing for the excitement for what will be the first show for many. 
 
As a reminder, in accordance with TCGC, will not be offering a general warm-up space or a floor refolding space on site 
for the contest day.  We will however have a hallway space dedicated to folding your floormat onto the cart and getting 
resituated post performance.  The dance warm up space is an open three classroom space, a longer rectangle space and 
is located right upon entry into the school.  Equipment warm-up and the performance spaces are the same with slight 
variations to the normal contest flow. 
 
Gym space will be able to offer up a much larger capacity this year with a total number of 818 tickets for the entirety of 
the day.  These tickets will go on sale at 9am Monday January 17th.  A direct link will be provided on the circuit website 
the day that the tickets will become available.  All tickets will be done electronically, including tickets that may still be 
available the day of the event, there will be no cash sales for tickets on the show day.  
 
Our host site will be providing concessions for purchase and will have open vendors as well back this year.  These will have 
a mix of either cash or electronic sales so I would be prepared for either if interested to utilize these show day amenities.  
You can find these areas located in the Cafeteria space down the hallway from the contest gym.  We highly encourage 
that you utilize these the day of the contest for your parents or for your students/staff. 
 
On behalf of all of us here at the Dawson Eagle Band and Catalyst Colorguard, we wish you a great first contest and a 
wonderful debut performance.  Looking forward to seeing many of the performances and all the smiling faces.  Stay 
safe, stay healthy and we will see you all soon. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Nicholas Gerling 
Dawson HS 
Director of Catalyst Colorguards 
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Turner HS Performance Gym- Dawson HS Take Flight Contest- 
January 29th, 2022 
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